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Editorial.
A rather late newsletter this month, my apologies. Life seems to be a bit too hectic to get everything
completed in good time at the moment. Not too much to report this month, but as previewed in the previous
newsletter, we do have a couple of items from Chris and Vaughn. My thanks to them for these.
One landmark that has come to light though. In preparing the heading for this newsletter I note that this is the
250th edition!
Forward to
Hopefully you will have seen my email regarding the Brooklands Breakfast meeting on 21st May. This looks
like a good event, and we’ll be adding that to the events list for the year, the finalised version of which will be
added to next month’s newsletter. A reminder to let me know if you intend to attend, and whether you’re a
Club Lotus member.
Finally, another reminder that it’s membership renewal time, so if you haven’t already done so please get
your payment to John when you can. Fees remain as last year (£5 single, £8 ‘family’ membership).

As promised last month, This and That Part 2, from Vaughn.
My immediate family have real difficulties choosing presents for me, not because I am awkward (I hope), but
because I am not keen on surprises and tend to have my own ideas what I like and what I don’t.
So an easy solution for them is buy yet another “book” preferably about racing drivers, cars and Lotus in
particular.
Several years ago I was given the Peter Ross book, “Lotus - The Early Years”, ISBN 1-902351-12-6 and I
can recommend it to all NKLG members as it describes the beginnings of the marque and Colin Chapman’s
early “antics” in particular. It clearly mentions in the text that Colin Chapman often took credit for other
people’s efforts, often provided by unpaid helpers keen to be involved in exciting developments. In spite of
this tendency he was clearly a motivator and a driving force.
One section in the book details how Colin became involved with an Australian named Derek Jolly (1951) who
had an 750cc Austin Seven side valve engine which he raced in Australia and was claimed to achieve
95mph when installed in an Austin Seven chassis based racer.
Jolly intended to race in England and dispatched this engine, by sea, for installation in a Lotus chassis (Mk
111). He implored Colin not to examine the engine until he arrived in the UK but Colin could not resist the
temptation and took a “sneaky” look at the engine ports and the inlet manifold design in particular. He
discovered that the inlet ports in the block had been de-Siamese’d (remember side valve engines had a flat
cylinder head and no valves or ports in the head), hence illegal as far as the UK racing was concerned.
At that time the UK 750 club rules stated the engine had to use the standard two siamese’d inlet ports
although they could be opened out to improve performance. Colin realised that by using the illegal Derek
Jolly ideas he could gain a racing advantage but the question was how to achieve this de-siamese’d effect
without breaking the rules.
Colin got one of his many compatriots at the time, Michael Allan, to create an illegal four pipe inlet manifold
with two hidden separators attached to the manifold face which slid into the opened out ports when fitted and
thereby effectively de-siamese’d the inlet ports (See diagram below).

But how to hide the fact of what they had done?
They bound up the manifolds four pipe’s with asbestos tape to hide the pipes and make it appear it had just
two.
Unless the manifold was removed, this development would be invisible and if it was discovered he could
then claim that the “inlet ports” themselves were still siamese’d and hence still legal, even though he had
effectively created separate inlet ports and hence gained an unfair advantage.
Qn. Was this one of the first examples of Chapman “Bending the Rules” I wonder?

Austin 750cc side valve engine and the “Chapman” manifold

Continuing on the topic of Lotus engines, did you know: Colin Chapman personally drove a Ford Consul fitted with a Raymond Mays alloy cylinder head which
gave a big increase in power and wanted something similar to fit on a cheap engine block (Ford 105E- but
later the 116E block) for use in his cars and give them a similar performance uplift. You must remember
that the Coventry Climax engines he had used in the Type 14 Elite were rather expensive, being all alloy.
He approached Harry Munday, then technical editor of Autocar, but previously chief designer at Coventry
Climax, to design an alloy twin cam cylinder head suitable for the forthcoming “baby” Elan.
Early in the 1960’s Harry had designed a cylinder head (I believe intended for use on the Facel Vega
Facellia, 4 cylinder 1.6 litre but never used - VR).
The prototype Lotus T/C heads were first flow tested by Harry Weslake and according to the book
“Cosworth – Search for Power”, ISBN1-85260-238-4 (1990) Keith Duckworth was then asked to look at the
resulting design with production in mind. He considered the ports and general structure could be improved,
He was at that time getting Ford 105E push rod racing engines to produce 100 bhp/litre and run at 10,000
rpm plus. As a comparison that would mean the Lotus T/C 1558 cc engine should be capable of giving
160bhp and not the 105bhp quoted following production.
Miles Wilkins book “Lotus Twin Cam Engine”, ISBN 0- 7603-1692-9 states that the final shape of the head
and oil breather arrangement was produced by Keith Duckworth.

It is well known that Harry accepted a cash sum of £1000 rather than a royalty of £1 per head offered by
Colin Chapman.
The development of this head included the need to stiffen the “die-cast” head structure (between the inlet
ports and across the head between spark plugs 2 and 3), changing the method of casting to “sand cast”
all to eliminate the alloy heads shifting under load as they were prone to head gasket failures at the
beginning (Elise K series engine owners please note - nothing new there).
According to the Miles Wilkins book, Steve Sanville (later of NORVIC Racing Engine fame) was later
modifying production T/C engine’s with special equipment camshafts/ Webber chokes/jets and achieving
125 bhp two years prior to the development of the “Big Valve” engines all with standard size valves.
Again, is it suggested by some that the development in October 1970 of the Big Valve engines, refined by
Tony Rudd from previous B.R.M work, was just a “sales” gimmick and gave no more power than some of
the above development engines running on Zenith-Stromberg carburettors.
The use of Stromberg carburettors was driven by the need to reduce the procurement cost compared with
Webbers and additionally to meet emission requirements in the USA but used siamezed inlet ports.
At this point we seem to have gone around in a circle!
Vaughn.
As promised last month, a couple of useful items from Chris C:
My daughter has a close friend, who I know well, who has a villa in Almeria Province, southern Spain,
which she rents out.
Below is a flyer link which may appeal to sun loving members!
I cannot vouch for the property, but may give it a try this summer.
Arrangements direct with Pat Greatorex (see flyer) please
The villa is on a large walled plot with a pool and mountain views.
It is set in quiet countryside but only 10 minutes from a motorway with good access to airports at Murcia,
Almeria and Alicante. A car is essential but the roads are very quiet and car hire is cheap in Spain.
There are 3 bedrooms and 3 bathrooms and it will sleep 6 adults.
There are 2 pullout beds for children. There is a lounge, dining room and fitted kitchen with oven, hob,
microwave and dishwasher. There is also a washing machine. Bedding and towels are provided. There is
airconditioning/ heating in all rooms and free wifi.
The nearby village of Partaloa which has a few bars, a small supermarket, bakery and pharmacy is less
than 5 minutes drive away (or 20 minutes walk). The larger towns of Albox and Olula del Rio with large
supermarkets and restaurants are about 10 minutes drive away.
For more information please contact

patgreatorex@hotmail.com

After I had my Elan re painted I also did one or two bits of “tarting up” One of these was to clean the soft
top, re proof it and restore the colour.
The products I used were both manufactured by Renovo based in Haywards Heath Tel 01444 443277.
The cleaner is called Soft Top Canvas Cleaner, and a 500ml container is enough to do two or three
cleans for an Elan sized hood. It works well and is easy to use, if the instructions are carefully followed.
The second product is called Soft Top Reviver. 500mls will do two treatments for the Elan. The
instructions are clear and if followed give good results. I left the hood on so it was fully stretched, and
having painted most of the hood, unclipped where it was close to the body work. If a small amount of the
Reviver gets on the paint work or chrome it can be wiped off, provided it is done immediately.
I hope it is obvious from the product descriptions that they are only intended for canvas or mohair type
hoods.
Before and after photos below.
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